COVID-19
SIGNAGE
CATALOG
A catalog of pre-designed COVID-19
and Social Distancing signage to fit the
needs of your business
CUSTOM ORDERS WELCOME!

Miller Imaging and Digital Solutions
(Miller IDS) is here to help you with
the transition to adhere to the new
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guidelines set forth by the CDC. We
have created pre-designed essentials
that can be ordered and delivered with
a fast turnaround time. All items are
available in different sizes and in both
English and Spanish. Branded versions
are available upon request.
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POSTERS
Our posters are great to use
in many environments. They
are available in English and
Spanish. The posters can be
laminated for easy sanitizing.

RECOMMENDED SIZES
8.5”x11”
11”x17”
17”x22”
22”x34”
30”x40”
Need another size?
IDEAL FOR
Jobsites
Offices
Lobbies
Schools
Banks
Restrooms
Hospitals
Common Areas

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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POSTERS
SYMPTOMS OF CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 2019
Patients with COVID-19 have experienced mild to
severe respiratory illness.
Symptoms* can include

STOP THE SPREAD OF GERMS
Help prevent the spread of respiratory diseases like COVID-19.
Avoid close contact with people who are sick.

Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue,
then throw the tissue
in the trash.

FEVER

*Symptoms may appear 2-14
days after exposure.

What are severe complications from this virus?

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a respiratory illness
that can spread from person to person. The virus that causes
COVID-19 is a novel coronavirus that was first identified during
an investigation into an outbreak in Wuhan, China.

Some patients have pneumonia in both lungs, multi-organ
failure and in some cases death.

Can people in the U.S. get COVID-19?

People can help protect themselves from respiratory illness with
everyday preventive actions.
• Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with
unwashed hands.
• Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20
seconds. Use an alcohol-based hand sanitizer that contains at
least 60% alcohol if soap and water are not available.

SHORTNESS
OF BREATH

Have there been cases of COVID-19 in the U.S.?
Yes. The first case of COVID-19 in the United States was
reported on January 21, 2020. The current count of cases of
COVID-19 in the United States is available on CDC’s webpage at
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/cases-in-us.html.

How does COVID-19 spread?
The virus that causes COVID-19 probably emerged from an
animal source, but is now spreading from person to person.
The virus is thought to spread mainly between people who
are in close contact with one another (within about 6 feet)
through respiratory droplets produced when an infected
person coughs or sneezes. It also may be possible that a person
can get COVID-19 by touching a surface or object that has
the virus on it and then touching their own mouth, nose, or
possibly their eyes, but this is not thought to be the main
way the virus spreads. Learn what is known about the spread
of newly emerged coronaviruses at https://www.cdc.gov/
coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/transmission.html.

Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth.

Seek medical advice if you develop
symptoms, and have been in close
contact with a person known to
have COVID-19 or if you live in or
have recently been in an area with
ongoing spread of COVID-19.

What is coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)?

Yes. COVID-19 is spreading from person to person in parts of
the United States. Risk of infection with COVID-19 is higher
for people who are close contacts of someone known to have
COVID-19, for example healthcare workers, or household
members. Other people at higher risk for infection are those
who live in or have recently been in an area with ongoing spread
of COVID-19. Learn more about places with ongoing spread at
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/about/
transmission.html#geographic.

Clean and disinfect frequently
touched objects and surfaces.

COUGH

What you need to know about
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)

Stay home when you are sick,
except to get medical care.

What are the symptoms of COVID-19?
Patients with COVID-19 have had mild to severe respiratory
illness with symptoms of
• fever
• cough
• shortness of breath

Wash your hands often with soap
and water for at least 20 seconds.

cdc.gov/COVID19

cdc.gov/COVID19-symptoms

314915-A March 16, 2020 1:02 PM

CS 315252-A March 20, 2020, 12:51PM

KEEP
CALM

How can I help protect myself?

If you are sick, to keep from spreading respiratory illness
to others, you should

AND

• Stay home when you are sick.
• Cover your cough or sneeze with a tissue, then throw the
tissue in the trash.
• Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects
and surfaces.

WASH
YOUR
HANDS

What should I do if I recently traveled from an area with
ongoing spread of COVID-19?
If you have traveled from an affected area, there may be
restrictions on your movements for up to 2 weeks. If you
develop symptoms during that period (fever, cough, trouble
breathing), seek medical advice. Call the office of your health
care provider before you go, and tell them about your travel and
your symptoms. They will give you instructions on how to get
care without exposing other people to your illness. While sick,
avoid contact with people, don’t go out and delay any travel to
reduce the possibility of spreading illness to others.

Is there a vaccine?
There is currently no vaccine to protect against COVID-19. The
best way to prevent infection is to take everyday preventive
actions, like avoiding close contact with people who are sick and
washing your hands often.

Is there a treatment?
There is no specific antiviral treatment for COVID-19.
People with COVID-19 can seek medical care to help
relieve symptoms.

cdc.gov/COVID19
CS 314937-A 03/20/2020

CS243041B

Symptoms of COVID-19

Stop the Spread of COVID-19

What You Need To Know COVID-19

Keep Calm and Wash Your Hands

#CDC1EN / #CDC1SP

#CDC2EN / #CDC2SP

#CDC3EN / #CDC3SP

#CDC4EN / #CDC4SP

STOP

Hands
that look
clean can still
have icky
germs!

Feeling Sick?
Stay home when you are sick!

If you feel unwell or have the following symptoms
please leave the building and contact your health care provider.
Then follow-up with your supervisor.

DO NOT ENTER if you have:

Prevent the spread of COVID-19 if you are sick
Accessible version: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/if-you-are-sick/steps-when-sick.html

If you are sick with COVID-19 or think you might
have COVID-19, follow the steps below to help
protect other people in your home and community.

Stay home except to get medical care.

Wash
Your
Hands!

• Stay home. Most people with COVID-19
have mild illness and are able to recover at
home without medical care. Do not leave
your home, except to get medical care. Do
not visit public areas.
• Take care of yourself. Get rest and stay hydrated.
• Get medical care when needed. Call your doctor before
you go to their office for care. But, if you have trouble
breathing or other concerning symptoms, call 911 for
immediate help.
• Avoid public transportation, ride-sharing, or taxis.

Separate yourself from other people and
pets in your home.
• As much as possible, stay in a specific room and
away from other people and pets in your
home. Also, you should use a separate
bathroom, if available. If you need to be around other
people or animals in or outside of the home, wear a
cloth face covering.
ɞ See COVID-19 and Animals if you have questions
about pets: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019ncov/faq.html#COVID19animals

Monitor your symptoms.
• Common symptoms of COVID-19 include fever and
cough. Trouble breathing is a more serious
symptom that means you should get
medical attention.

FEVER

COUGH

• Follow care instructions from your healthcare provider and
local health department. Your local health authorities
will give instructions on checking your symptoms
and reporting information.

SHORTNESS OF
BREATH

• There is currently no vaccine to prevent coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).
• The best way to prevent illness is to avoid being exposed to this virus.
• The virus is thought to spread mainly from person-to-person.

• Trouble breathing
• Persistent pain or pressure in the chest

» Between people who are in close contact with one another (within about 6 feet).
» Through respiratory droplets produced when an infected person coughs, sneezes
or talks.
» These droplets can land in the mouths or noses of people who are nearby or
possibly be inhaled into the lungs.

• New confusion or not able to be woken
• Bluish lips or face
*This list is not all inclusive. Please consult your medical
provider for any other symptoms that are severe or concerning
to you.

Call 911 if you have a medical emergency. If you have a
medical emergency and need to call 911, notify the operator
that you have or think you might have, COVID-19. If possible,
put on a facemask before medical help arrives.

Call ahead before visiting your doctor.

» Some recent studies have suggested that COVID-19 may be spread by people who
are not showing symptoms.

Everyone should
Clean your hands often

• Call ahead. Many medical visits for routine
care are being postponed or done by
phone or telemedicine.

• Wash your hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds especially after
you have been in a public place, or after blowing your nose, coughing, or sneezing.
• If soap and water are not readily available, use a hand sanitizer that contains at
least 60% alcohol. Cover all surfaces of your hands and rub them together until
they feel dry.
• Avoid touching your eyes, nose, and mouth with unwashed hands.

• If you have a medical appointment that cannot be postponed, call your
doctor’s office. This will help the office protect themselves and
other patients.

If you are sick, wear a cloth covering over
your nose and mouth.
• You should wear a cloth face covering over your
nose and mouth if you must be around other
people or animals, including pets (even
at home).

Avoid close contact
• Avoid close contact with people who are sick.
• Stay at home as much as possible.
• Put distance between yourself and other people.

• You don’t need to wear the cloth face covering if you are alone.
If you can’t put on a cloth face covering (because of trouble
breathing for example), cover your coughs and sneezes in some
other way. Try to stay at least 6 feet away from other people.
This will help protect the people around you.

» Remember that some people without symptoms may be able to spread virus.
» This is especially important for people who are at higher risk of getting
very sick. www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/need-extra-precautions/peopleat-higher-risk.html

Note: During the COVID-19 pandemic, medical grade facemasks
are reserved for healthcare workers and some first responders.
You may need to make a cloth face covering using a scarf
or bandana.

cdc.gov/coronavirus

cdc.gov/CORONAVIRUS
CS 316129-A March 22, 2020 5:14 PM

If you develop emergency warning signs for COVID-19 get
medical attention immediately.
Emergency warning signs include*:

How to Protect Yourself and Others
Know how it spreads

This material was developed by CDC. The Life is Better with Clean Hands campaign is made possible by a partnership between
the CDC Foundation, GOJO, and Staples. HHS/CDC does not endorse commercial products, services, or companies.

CS 316120-A 04/17/2020

cdc.gov/coronavirus
CS 316291A 04/18/2020

Stay Home

Wash Your Hands

Prevent the Spread of COVID-19

How to Protect Yourself and Others

#CDC5EN / #CDC5SP

#CDC6EN / #CDC6SP

#CDC7EN / #CDC7SP

#CDC8EN
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POSTERS
WEAR FABRIC FACE COVERINGS

WEAR WHEN
FABRIC
FACE
OUTSIDE
OF YOURCOVERINGS
HOME
WHEN OUTSIDE OF YOUR HOME

1

CONSTRUCTION JOBSITE GUIDELINES
Employees are required to:

An additional protective measure to

prevent asymptomatic carriers from
COVERINGS
WEAR FABRIC
FACE
COVERINGS
spreading
the
virus.
An
additional
protective measure to

1

WHEN
OUTSIDE
OF
YOURcarriers
HOMEfrom
OUTSIDE
OF
YOUR
HOME
Cloth
face coverings
should—
prevent
asymptomatic
•
spreading
the virus.

2
1

Wash hands for 20 sec.
or use hand sanitizer

Maintain 6-foot distance

Cover coughs
and sneezes

Do not come to work if you’re
sick (fever, respiratory cough)

No hand shaking

Do not come to work if
you’ve had contact in the past
14 days with someone with

• be secured with ties or ear loops

Cloth
facemultiple
coverings
should—
• include
layers
of fabric

additional
protective
measure to
to
additional
protective
measure
for breathing
without restriction
• •Anallow
prevent
asymptomatic
carriers from
from
carriers
ability
toasymptomatic
be laundered
• •prevent
be
secured
with ties or ear
loops

2

spreading the
the virus.
virus.
spreading

• include multiple layers of fabric
Cloth face
face coverings
coverings should—
should—
Cloth

• allow forare
breathing
without restriction
Fabric face coverings
not a substitute
for physical
••
• •• ability
toContinue
be
laundered
toear
maintain
6-feet when
be secured
secured
with
ties or
or
ear
loops
2distancing measures.
be
with
ties
loops
outside your home.
include multiple
multiple layers
layers of
of fabric
fabric
•• include

The jobsite manager is required to:

allow for
for breathing
breathing without
without restriction
restriction
•• allow

ability to
toare
be laundered
laundered
•• ability
be
Fabric face coverings
not a substitute for physical
1
3
distancing
measures. 2Continue to maintain
6-feet when
outside
your coverings
home. are
are not
not aa substitute
substitute for
for physical
physical
Fabric face coverings
Tie strings
around neck,
then over top
of head.

6–7 inches

cut out

measures. Continue
Continue to
to maintain
maintain 6-feet
6-feet when
when
distancing measures.
home.
outside your home.
cut tie strings

1

2

1

7–8 inches

22

3

6–7 inches

cut out
6–7inches
inches
6–7

33

Tie strings
around nec
then o
of hea

Tiestrings
strings
Tie

aroundneck,
neck,
around
thenover
overtop
top
then
head.
ofofhead.

•

Check health of each worker coming onsite

•

Send home anyone who shows signs of being
sick (fever, respiratory cough)

•

Ensure that workers maintain 6-foot
distancing unless it would create an imminent
safety hazard

•

Provide a handwashing station with soap/
water or sanitizer for each 15 employees

•

Prohibit use of community water coolers

•

Disinfect shared tools regularly

cutout
out
cut

cut tie strings

available at

cuttie
tiestrings
strings
cut

6+ FEET

Clean and disinfect break and meal areas at
least twice daily

•

Notify Austin Public Health Dept. of any worker
who appears to have contracted COVID-19 virus

•

Maintain sign in documents for every employee
on the jobsite

•

Post notice showing the sizes and types of
crews and rotating shift at the jobsite

•

Post this notice in English and Spanish

6+ FEET

04/05/2020

Employer recommendations:

7–8 inches

The Stay Home – Work Safe Order construction guidance recommends taking no adverse actions against
a worker who has been quarantined or who declines to work at a construction site if the worker believes
that the site presents an imminent health risk due to COVID-19. Employers should not contest a claim for

7–8 inches
inches
7–8

available
available
at at

•

To report jobsite violations, call 3-1-1
04/05/2020
04/05/2020

AustinTexas.gov/COVID19

04/05/2020

04/06/2020

Wear Fabric Face Coverings

Construction Jobsite Guidelines

Social Distancing

Clockwise Movement

#COA1EN / #COA1SP

#COA2EN / #COA2SP

#SDP1EN / #SDP1SP

#SDP2EN / #SDP2SP

Enter Only

Exit Only

Limit 4 in Elevator at a Time

Sanitization Station

#SDP3EN / #SDP3SP

#SDP4EN / #SDP4SP

#SDP5EN / #SDP5SP

#SAN1EN / #SAN1SP

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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POSTERS

Wear Facecoverings While Inside
#SAN1EN / #SAN1SP

Wipe Down Equipment
#SAN2EN / #SAN2SP

Vertical Custom Office Signage

Horizontal Custom Office Signage

#SDP9EN / #SDP9SP

#SDP10EN / #SDP10EN

Takeout & Delivery Available

Curbside Pickup Here

Composite Poster

#POS1EN / #POS1SP

#POS2EN / #POS2SP

#POS3EN / #POS3SP

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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FLOOR
DECALS
Need markers to maintain
social distancing? Durable
floor decals can be adhered
to let people know where
they need to stand.
RECOMMENDED SIZES
10” Diameter Circle
12”W x 9”H Rectangle
12”W x 10”H Triangle

IDEAL FOR
Jobsites
Offices
Lobbies
Schools
Banks
Restrooms
Hospitals
Retailers
Restaurants
Elevators

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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FLOOR DECALS

One Way Aisle

One Way

STOP Please Wait Here

Please Wait Here v1

Please Wait Here v2

#FDRC1EN / #FDRC1SP

#FDRC2EN / #FDRC2SP

#FDRC10EN / #FDRC3SP

#FDRC4EN / #FDRC4SP

#FDRC5EN / #FDRC5SP

Elevator Safe Zone

Thank You for Practicing
Social Distancing

STOP Please Keep
Your Distance

STOP Maintain 6
Feet Distance

Please Keep 6
Feet Distance

#FDRC7EN / #FDRC7SP

#FDRC8EN / #FDRC8SP

#FDRC9EN / #FDRC9SP

#FDRC10EN / #FDRC10SP

#FDRC6EN / #FDRC6SP

Please Wait Here

Please Keep Your Distance

STOP Please Wait Here

#FDRT1EN / #FDRT1SP

#FDRT2EN / #FDRT2SP

#FDRT3EN / #FDRT3SP

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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FLOOR DECALS

One Way Aisle

One Way

STOP Please Wait Here

Please Wait Here v1

Please Wait Here v2

#FDWC1EN / #FDWC1SP

#FDWC2EN / #FDWC2SP

#FDWC10EN / #FDWC3SP

#FDWC4EN / #FDWC4SP

#FDWC5EN / #FDWC5SP

Elevator Safe Zone

Thank You for Practicing
Social Distancing

STOP Please Keep
Your Distance

STOP Maintain 6
Feet Distance

Please Keep 6
Feet Distance

#FDWC7EN / #FDWC7SP

#FDWC8EN / #FDWC8SP

#FDWC9EN / #FDWC9SP

#FDWC10EN/#FDWC10SP

#FDWC6EN / #FDWC6SP

Please Wait Here

Please Keep Your Distance

STOP Please Wait Here

#FDWT1EN / #FDWT1SP

#FDWT2EN / #FDWT2SP

#FDWT3EN / #FDWT3SP

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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FLOOR DECALS

Please Wait Here

Please Wait Here

Please Wait Here

Please Wait Here

Please Wait Here

#FDWR1EN / #FDWR1SP

#FDWR2EN / #FDWR2SP

#FDWR3EN / #FDWR3SP

#FDWR4EN / #FDWR4SP

#FDWR5EN / #FDWR5SP

Please Wait Here

Please Wait Here

Please Wait Here

Please Wait Here

Please Wait Here

#FDRR6EN / #FDWR6SP

#FDRR7EN / #FDWR7SP

#FDRR8EN / #FDWR8SP

#FDRR9EN / #FDWR9SP

#FDRR10EN / #FDWR10SP

One Way - Left (6”H x 13”W)

One Way - Right (6”H x 13”W)

#FD1EN / #FD1SP

#FD2EN / #FD3SP

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

* Additional fee
if colors are
changed

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS

8

FLOOR DECALS
FULL SCALE FLOOR DECALS
Each of the following decals
are printed to measure 6 feet
to represent the recommended
distance to maintain.
6 Foot Arrow (72”W x 15”H Rectangle)
#DC1EN / #DC1SP

6 Foot Dual Arrows (72”H x 72”W Square)

6 Foot Area (72”H x 72”W Circle)

6 Foot Area (36”H x 72”W Half Circle)

#DC2EN / #DC2SP

#DC3EN / #DC3SP

#DC4EN / #DC4SP

* Additional fee if colors are changed

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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CUSTOM PRINTS

Sidewalk
Adhesives

Yard Sign with
H Frame

C!
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n
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s
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Thank yo

Custom Exterior Banner

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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CUSTOM PRINTS

 imit 4 in Elevator
L
at a Time

Vertical Custom
Office Signage

Horizontal Custom
Office Signage

#SDP9EN

#SDP10EN

Elevator Safe Zone
#FDRC6EN

#SDP5EN

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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OFFICE IDEAS

Virtual Meeting
Backdrop - Temporary
#MEET48 (48”W)
#MEET60 (60”W)

Virtual Meeting Backdrop Last a Lifetime
#FMLT-ESS-S-1200 (47.5”Wx92”H)
#FMLT-ESS-S-1500 (59”Wx92”H)

t Cor p!

Managemen
ey
on
M
in
st
Au
Thank you

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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EXTERIOR IDEAS

Closed Until Further
Notice Vinyl Banner
#EXT1EN / #EXT1SP

Maintain 6 Feet
Distance
#EXT2EN / #EXT2SP

* Includes standard
grommets

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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RETAIL IDEAS

We’re Open
#EXT3EN / #EXT3SP

Takeout and
Delivery Available
#POS1EN / #POS1SP

Curbside Pickup Here
#POS2EN / #POS2SP

NEED DISPOSABLE
PRINTED MENUS?
Send menu files to
CSSR7@MillerIDS.com
for a custom quote.

POSTERS

FLOOR DECALS

CUSTOM PRINTS

IDEAS
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PLEASE
CONTACT US
We are here to help. Please contact us if
you would like to order any of the signs in
the catalog or any other needs.

CALL
512.381.5279

7TH STREET STORE
1000 E 7th St
Austin, TX 78702

METRIC STORE
10713 Metric Blvd
Austin, TX 78758

WWW.MILLERIDS.COM

EMAIL
cssr7@millerids.com

